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Libraries = Content 
+ Community 
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Noun S: (n) data 
information (a collection of 
facts from which conclusions 
may be drawn)  

 



Noun S: (n) information 
(knowledge acquired 
through study or 
experience or instruction)  

 



Noun S: (n) content 
(everything that is included in 
a collection and that is held or 
included in something)  



the majority of 
content access in 

libraries  

Circulation 
 = 



But CDs *are* Digital! 



Ahh HAA!!! 







68% = US library 
card holders 
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31.7 million unique users 
12/08  



iTunes has sold six billion songs 
 

Over 10 million different tracks  
 

Over 10 million songs are DRM-free 
 

Over 75 million accounts linked to credit 
cards 

 



“Apple’s iTunes… 
accounts for 25 percent 

of music sold” 

“65%...still buy CDs” 
 

“For digital music, 
iTunes had 69 percent of 
the market followed by 
Amazon at 8 percent.“ 



“Apple’s music 
domination could attract 
more regulatory attention 
in a few years.”  
 
“Big box retailers are still 
an efficient way to move 
music sales, but they’ll 
need a digital strategy if 
CD sales continue to fall.”  



Projected major label 
digital music revenues 
as % of total revenues  

 
(Sources: RIAA, IFPI; projections by Ars Technica)  





Netflix 



Netflix’s revenue for the  
second quarter of 2009 

was $408.5 million 

That’s 21% growth from last 
year 



“Many of Netflix's 
new subscribers are 
previous customers 
lured back by the 
video-streaming 

option…” 





Amazon expects market share gains to 
continue despite increased competition, 
based on an improved pricing/shipping 

strategy, expanded selection.  





US Trade Wholesale 
Electronic Book Sales 



US Trade Wholesale 
Electronic Book Sales 





22,000 machines in US 
 

They process about  
80 transactions  

a second  
on Friday nights 

 
 



Redbox = 19% 
of the rental 
market  
 
Netflix = 36% 
 
Traditional 
rental  
stores = 45% 



Convenient 
Inexpensive 

Many Options 

 





“Big box retailers Libraries are still 
an efficient way to move music 
sales,consumption but they’ll 
need a digital strategy if electronic 
circulation of content CD sales 
continues to fall grow.”  



Libraries are still an efficient 
way to move consumption 



but they’ll need  
a digital strategy if 

circulation of 
electronic content 
continues to grow.  

Libraries are still an efficient 
way to move consumption 



WE NEED 
a digital strategy if 

circulation of 
electronic content 
continues to grow.  



it 
will.  

And 



WE NEED 
a digital strategy 

for electronic 
content access 





So as far as WHO 
decides to license 

something: 

it is the  
copyright holder… 



This was all a lot easier 
before the digital era, 

when if you bought  
a book you could  
loan it to anyone 
 or rip out pages  

and give them away. 



Now that there is no 
physical THING for so 

much content,  

there is 
 a “big mess.” 



Libraries need 
 to face up  
to the challenges  
of online media  
content providers   
 



Know the numbers. 

Understand the formats. 

Know the distribution 
models. 

DEVELOP A SOLUTION.   



WE NEED 
a digital strategy 

for electronic 
content access 



LIBRARIES NEED 
  
to change 
and prepare 
for the future 
 



LIBRARIES NEED 
  
to remain  
content access 
hubs 
 



LIBRARIES NEED 
  
to remain  
relevant 
 



LIBRARIES NEED 
  
to remain  
valuable 
 



WE NEED 
a digital strategy 

for electronic 
content access 


